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LOUIS CYR: L’HOMME LE PLUS FORT DU MONDE (LOUIS CYR) 
Content Advisory Chart 

 

In the late 19th century, a4er years of deligh8ng crowds with astounding feats of strength, Louis Cyr was 
considered the strongest man in the world. Based on his true story, this charming biopic recounts the 
many successes, heartbreaks and obstacles — both inside and out of the athle8c arena — that Louis 
(Bertrand) faced on his climb from obscurity to interna8onal fame. Louis’ best friend recounts the story 
to the strongman’s estranged daughter — from Louis’ poverty-stricken childhood through the ups and 
downs of his circus career — and shares with us the fascina8ng life of this Quebec hero. 
 

FILM RATINGS from each provincial film review board 
NR indicates that the film was not rated in this province 

AB BC MB NB NL NT NS NU ON PE QC SK YK 
PG NR PG NR NR PG NR PG 14A NR G NR NR 

 

 Frequency  
Content Once Rare Occasional Frequent Context/Notes/Examples 

VIOLENCE 

Physical Violence   ✔  

Louis and Pierrot watch a boxing 
match; Louis' mom slaps him; Louis 
walks through a boxing gym as men 
are training. 

Graphic Imagery  ✔   

Louis’ mother cuts the head off a 
fish; Two horses are injured during a 
stunt; While li4ing a lot of weight, 
Louis bleeds from his mouth, ears 
and nose. 

Death/Illness  ✔   

A4er the stunt, Louis falls to the 
ground and it’s ini8ally unclear 
during the close-up whether he has 
died or not; In the closing scene, 
Louis is laying in bed during his final 
days; the post-script informs us of his 
death due to chronic kidney disease. 

LANGUAGE 

Coarse Language  ✔   “Son of a bitch”, “Ass”, “Arse”, “Hell”, 
“Bastard”. 

Offensive 
Language ✔    

“French Canadians, scum of the 
earth”, “Damn potato eater” (historic 
slur used against Irish immigrants). 
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ALCOHOL AND DRUGS 

Alcohol  ✔   Horace and M. Fox take a sip of a 
drink. 

Tobacco ✔    Louis smokes a pipe. 
SEX AND NUDITY 

Kissing   ✔  Mélina and Louis kiss occasionally. 
Roman8c, never graphic. 

Par8al Nudity  ✔   Sandow wears only underwear (no 
sexual context). 

 


